
Brand Manager 

Epromos Promotional Products

St. Cloud, Minnesota: Accepting remote applications 

ePromos Promotional Products, LLC., an ASI Top 40 firm and one of the fastest 
growing companies in the promotional products industry.  We are passionate about 
helping our clients make powerful impressions using customer merchandise and 
apparel.  We operate through two divisions, ePromos.com: a leading online player, and 
ePromos Brand Solutions: our marketing agency.  We have been recognized by INC 
5000 multiple times, we are a seven-time winner of ASI Best Place to Work and our 
website ePromos.com has been awarded over 20 different best Web Site awards.

The Brand Manager (BM) is responsible for working a high volume of leads and converting those leads to 
buyers, while leveraging their subject matter expertise on ePromos offerings to convert buyers into multi-
year customers in order to build a sustainable book of business. This should be a someone with a desire 
to have a sales career with at least 1 year of experience in the Promotional Products Industry who 
possesses both a hunter and farmer mentality who excels in customer satisfaction.  The ability to work at 
a fast pace, inherent technology skills, and the ability to multi-task are all critical, as they will be handling 
a variety of leads from a variety of sources.

 

 Day-to-Day Tasks
 Always be an ambassador of ePromos Core Values.
 Ability to execute our prescribed and proven contact strategy; shortcuts are not permissible.
 Sell $180,000 GP in EGL in their first year.
 Have a RET rate of >60% by year two.
 Maintains a conversion rate of 30% or higher on new leads.
 Able to discern which leads should be retained and penetrated (worthwhile accounts to build a 

book of busienss), and which leads should be unassigned.
 Responsible for the entirety of the order process, from writing the order to sending tracking.
 Interactions with suppliers via many channels to keep abreast of their orders in process (status 

reports). 
 Through research utilizing enrichment tools develop an understanding of different business 

models.   
 Always seek ways to proactively develop and push ideas to existing and new contacts within the 

organization to maximize sales results.
 Proactively probe for future business initiatives, events and / or project opportunities and ask for 

referrals to other potential stakeholders in the business. 
 Develop account penetration strategies for EGL’s.
 Always seeking to obtain SGL opportunities. 
 Attend supplier events, tradeshows and / or meetings to establish professional rapport in-order-to 

leverage supplier benefits on behalf of customers.
 Create custom product presentations for customers, utilizing their color pallet, logos and 

themes.  Recognize that ePromos.com is a powerful tool, but not the only tool in providing 
solutions to customers. 

 Offer apparel to all customers with the goal of reaching 20% of billed sales.
 Offer PSS products to all customers with the goal of reaching 10% of billed sales.
 Follow-up with customers on aging reports to assist in getting customers’ accounts current when 

necessary.



 Enter orders accurately and review logistics for each order, ensuring clear and concise 
instructions for Suppliers and customers.   

 Review art for usability and fit on products.  Make recommendations to the customer as 
necessary to ensure legibility, and a positive overall appearance. BE THE EXPERT!

 Assist in resolving order issues that arise, try to solve the problem if possible and / or properly 
submit a Quality Assurance (QA) ticket. 

 Attend company training, meetings and events as required.
 Establish and maintain a commitment to professional development. 
 Maintain a top-level, in-depth knowledge of relevant product, industry and retail merchandise 

trends, including but not limited to industry publications, newsletters, webinars and/or events.
 Recognize, drive and share best practices.
 Recognize bottlenecks and opportunities for improvement.
 Assure ePromos policies, procedures and protocol are being followed. 
 Assure the proper use of ePromos systems. 
 Be strategic and professional in all communications. 
 Continually develop and evolve the sales process and sales techniques.
 Any other activities as assigned by Sales Management.

Compensation and Benefits:

Salary plus commission and bonus potential. An attractive, comprehensive benefits 
package includes medical, dental, vision, short term/long term disability, term life 
insurance, a 401(k) plan with match, paid vacation, and numerous company 
celebrations. We have been recognized as an ASI Best Places to Work Company

 

 

We do not accept resume submissions from third part recruiters.


